
Installation Instructions  
“Lock-together”  Perimeter Kit Design (Over Pan Wall Height) 

                Our 3H and Up Perimeter Kits are manufactured with a “Lock-together” design, making for a simple and easy installation. 

 

Perimeter Kit,  Includes:  

Front, back, side panels and hardware. 

Tools needed: 
1. Cordless drill with Phillip bit end attached or Phillip Screwdriver 

2. Provided Hardware 

 

*************************************************************************************************************** 

Follow the steps to assure secure assembly. (Note: Assembly works best if done inside the pan itself.) 

 

**************************************************************************************************** 

       Step #1 :  NOTE-If you have purchased a Pan Liner you must insert the liner before installing the Perimeter Kit. 

 Slide side panels into the notch on the front and back panels. Install the 10/32 x 3/8 Thread-cutter screws; that are      

 provided,  through the locator holes on the outside of panels at the corner connection area. If fastening to the floor is 

 necessary, optional security screws are provided. Carefully checking clearances left to right, center the Perimeter 

 Kit and fasten to the floor or wall of the pan using the provided 8x1/2 Tek security screws. (See Figure 1a-1d) 

 1. Identify panels 
2. Installation of Front/back and side panels 

3. Optional -Secure Perimeter Kit to floor of  pan.  

   You are now ready to insert Partitions and Cross Dividers to completely fill your pan. 

 

1A 

Step #2  
We provide 2-8 “Added Wall Support” Brackets per kit; quantity depends on length of pan. The optional supports 

should be installed 20-24” or evenly throughout your pan. The “Added Wall Support” Bracket is meant for added 

rigidity to your Perimeter Kit and not intended for use on all Partitions. Install the “Added Wall Support” Bracket where 

the Partition meets the interior Perimeter wall. Secure by using the 10/32 x 3/8 Bolt and 10/32 Locknut. (See Figures 

2a-2c)  

1. Identify Added Support Bracket & install 
 

Added Wall Support Brackets only needed and come 
with kits 5H or taller. Quantity depends on length of pan. 

2a 2b 2c 

Notches  
1a 1b 1c 1d Optional 


